LEARNING

10-12

TO PLAY TOGETHER

HURLING

FOOTBALL

Handling

Handling

- Overhead catch (hurl to
protect)
- Hand passing (using both
hands)
- Switch pass
- Low catch

Sending & Receiving
- Striking on the run
Short stick left & right
- Striking off hurl
- First touch control
- Jab lift (moving ball)
- Roll lift (moving ball)
- Lift & strike
- Batting high ball
- Sideline cuts

Travelling
- Soloing at speed

Tackle
-

YEAR, OLDS

Speed
- Further development of speed
in warm ups (Efforts less than
6 secs). For example:
Quickness and change of
direction and reaction sprints

- High catch
- Hand passing (using
both hands)

Kicking
-

Punt kick left & right
Punt kick outside foot
Crouch lift moving ball
Toe lift
Hook kick left & right

Divided court games require players to pass the ball over an
obstacle like a net or zone to a receiver. The level of decision
making has increased but is limited. The use of other skills
essential for team work such as communication,
anticipation and
spatial awareness become more apparent. For example: Over the
river, H it the corners

Strength
- Introduce core strength. For
example: Twist with partner
- Own body strength exercises.
For example: Pull ups, press
ups etc.
- Introduce plyometric training.
For example: Bounding and
hopping

Travelling
- Solo ru n left & right
- Low bounce
- Dummy solo

Tackle
-

Court Games

Field Games
These are games which require one team to act as the
strikers/kickers and the opposition become the fielders retrieving
the ball. The fielding team tries to limit the runs or scores by the
striking/kicking
team and at the same time try to get the
opposition players out. Greater decisions have to be made in
relation to where, when and how to move or play the ball and
good spatial awareness is more important. For example: Crazy
kicks, Batter bonanza

Near hand tackle
Shadowing
Shouldering
Frontal tackle
Block down

Stamina
- Endurance related activities.
For example: Relay running
- Small sided games & ball
drills
- Circuit training with the ball

Shouldering
Hooking on the move
Blocking (ground & air)
Doubling in the air

Flexibility/Co-ordination
- Introduce dynamic
stretching & mobility exercises
- Warm up & cool down concept

.

Part-Invasion
These games require players to complete

support play and communication.
Part-invasion games allow
players to develop positional sense and decision making with
limited pressure from the opposition. For example: 4vl (Goid),
Pass and attack

Full-Invasion
The core objective in invasion games is to move into an
opponent's territory in order to score. To achieve this objective the
players must maintain possession of the ball, create and use
space and attack a 'goal'. For example: 4v4 (Split ends), 5v5

PLANNING
/

a task with limited or

direct opposition. Such games encourage awareness of time and
space but also help develop characteristics of team play, e.g. .
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